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police, which we did. The house is on
.member last year" Lucy said. "1
_
probdaletdiobny ntboewdi(sfcoiprllhar3yzinb 
office 
a .,, pledge
going to behandled, or what direction
it's going tO go. Thecase will be 
-
really don know how this case is  't-
han
registr . .• 
within 120 daYs, he will have to refund
the aid, a Jan. 24 article in the Higher
ation Education Daily said.
neededto -apply Thv• article quoted 124ncatiOIE1 -
  Sec,fetary__-Terrel-BtiLlts_ saYlinx;-` '`
By Lisa Reece - taxpffer --funds wilL not be used_to
Staff Writer
_  _
• 
.provide a college education for
Male students born after 1960 who 
-
students who do not comply with the
are applying fi6r student aid for the Selective Ser-vice• registration
1983-84 academic year will not only requirements.
"The message-is simple: nohave to submit financial aid
applications but also draft registration registration, no money."--
• 
_Burt Batty, UIVIO's financial aidpapers by ordef of a federal law
effective July 1, 1983. director said there are obvious--
Incas-am-is
 pdi ur thej3CIVITIM __Emblems with specific guAelines and 
-Authorization Bill President Reagan enforcement of-this-law.
signed on Sept. 8, 1982. "We have just received the
Under the U.S. Education guidelines we are supposed to -follow.- __ 
Department's--prapoied- ac;- nrati,- There  are a. lot of ,questions___we are
going to ask the federal 'government,"students 'who affift for ImandM aid
will si n a statement indicating they he said.
"There is-alot of -controversy-over
-• registered for the draft or check 
Off a box explaining why they do not these proposals," he said. "Some say
have to. Male students who tui ,18 it's very discriminatory and othersn 
would say it's un-American not toduring the semester would not be
But, men 
ento 
who 
until thet1h8ehefor101orewThinge_ year. 
Colonel
comply."
 Earl Adams flom the
of school must submit an affidavit Augusta Military _ Bureau said :ibis_
declarin -they have r istered If a law makes students aware that theyeg • .
student does not back up the affidavit (Seefinaneial aid page 3
Engineering education
faces quality problems
By Debra Davenport
We Americans are still the world's technological leader in most fields.
We must keep-ThOlidtp-Vgrito-ws-need_tapeginienewing the b cirs -
starting with' owieducational system.'! President Reagan's Slate of the
_ .
Union address/January 25, 1983
The future of the U.S. engineering education system is bleak unless the
system receives.a major infusion of funds, faculty and equipment, a recent
national study reveals.
'The results of the study by the Committee on the Quality of -Engineering-
Education Imre published in a November 1982 report by the National
Associiiti=tate Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC).
- The p of the study -,vres---trY'determine-_l_rtfifie_t -the-_-qtjatity of
engineering education has declined. - •
The --committee said that- the "engineering educatton_.system has
experienced a serious decline in quality in the last few years." - -
Among the causes it'identified for the decline were obsolete-equipment,
equipment shortages, overenrolled classes and "a persistent shortage of
faculty."
0-verenrolled dames are due partirtO -increased erineriiment-_
the faculty shOrtage.
Between 1976 and 1981 undergraduate enrollment in 29 NASULGC
-(See Engineering page 2)
An engiiiefring student studies at Boardman Hall. (Gray photo)
By Michael Davis
Staff Writer
Police and fire officials Sunday
answered a fire call from campus
police to extinguish an unauthorized
fire on the Sigma Phi Epsilon parking
lot.. Their efforts were frustrated,
however, by spectators of the fire who
threw bottles and wood pieces at the
Tripp, student conduct officer, stated 
she had received the Sig Ep report
Wednesday and she was unable to
comment until more facts are known.
Tripp is expected to make an official
statement next week.
"I think that it would be best to just
ease-up on the material until the-thing-- -
has run its course," said William Lacy, -
associate dean of student 'activities.
, officers, interfering with _ the ,"I'm not directly involved with -the
„psrfOrmance of university officers case expect to advise the fraternity _
• during he--course-of--official-dut system."
Williani Procser, assistant director of "We were asked to set up a meeting-
police services, said. - Monday at 3 p.m. with representativa__
One police car, one fire engine and a of the house, fire marshal awl• the
privately owned truck were damaged 
by thrown materials.
Reportedly a person threw a bfick ...a volunteer for the  
from the roof of the SPE house, onto a
fire v_chicle. The estimated cost of the campus fire
cianrage $200, according to police 
department reportereports.
Mike Morin, a volunteer for the that during the firecampus fire department, repocted that
during the fire call, persons had persons had
vomited -on, - kicked and struck his
trtjek„liaving-vemit and several- smallstruck - 
alas. Esiapaii44,1aniagc iu his -vehicle •
One police vehicle was a -target for 
his truck
various bottles, one of them was filled
with-ketchup. The estimated cost to
repair that vehicle is $160. -- •
The police report stated Monday
that there Were no suspects-, and the
investigation would continue, as som-
as the Sig Ep members "sober  'p!'  _
"I don't see anyhting tulusual about
the delal," Prosser-eaid.-  "Ti's not
unusual when we (policemen) deal with
students, to wait a reasonable time
before collecting information. They
(the Students) stItthave classes to go-f0.
There's no dire need to get this
,problem_ resolved: Prosser said.
David Chamberlain, president of Sig
Ep, said Monday the house members
will aid the police in it's investigation.
But they will refuse to comment until
more details on. he case are collected. -
-A Mein° from Wendy Walton-
Furthermore, "automated equipment of the kind used in the 'outside
world' is largely nonexistant. (E)quipment such as robots, -programmable -
testing equipment, analog simidatorS, computerized milling Inachines and
laser equipment is not available in most. labs. Consequently, many
graduates haveread about such equipment, but-have never-seen, touched _
-worked with it "_ . _
_ Dean Daniel C. Drucker. of the College of Engineering at_ tbi-1-1ni6Prqiiy I ye 
of Illinois, has estimated at $I billiort the cost of overcoming the nation's
equipment problems in engineering education.
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Classifieds
Anonymous
Would the anonymous "hidden
_ —agenda" taller please contact Scott
Milliken 581-1270 or 942-1607
Apartment
Need person to share house/garden
with me. South LaGrange. Can ride share
daily. 5125.00 plus half utilities.
immediate. 943-2010.
  Film.•
The Forest Products Research Society
will present the film "Temples of Time,"
Monday, February 14th at noon in 204
Nutting Hall. Bring a• lunch, all are
welcome.
For-Sale
(Water For Sale, mania 1)-IS in perfect
conditicqi with case- $250. Call-S274327.
Found
Found:- rpair mittens light Blue with. 3
dark blue stripes. Fount:Nat the Maine—
Campus Advertising dept. Call 581-1273:
Help' WantedAcARFm.r• couNSFLOR.- work 
with, _htgh, school students during\
sentesiex. MUST -HAVE WORK-Study,
driver's license, one full free day per week -
to travel. Upward gound, 35 Shibles Hall
581-2522. ' _ 
OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/year
round. Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia.
-Ail fields. $500-51200 monthly. Sightsee-
ing. Free info. Write 11C Box 52-ME-I
_Corona Del Mar, Qt 92625. -- .
Lost
Lost: Hewlitt Packard I-1117C
programable calculator. Lost around 2nd
Floor English Math if found contact
Michael Thibodeau. 947-8575
"Reward"
Silver sCa1TOP shell iteychain and keys ,
between Murray and Coburn Halls.
Please return to Main Office Murray.
• ..110
_Pre-School
MONT-F.S.SOR1 PR-E-SCROOL t 
open on Stillwater Avenue, Old-Town.
Quality education for children, ages 21/2-6 • A
years. For information call 225-4975 -- - 1
evenings.
Trips
BREA.K.A.7.31Y.A.Y.S;...Spxing_Recess in
Bermuda or Nassau. Sign up now for best
accommodations. See Milli or Perry at
the Memorial Union 1111*mm-ion Center.
!
• LAHDIDALE1-- DAYTONA! - FRESH
AYUHE(Air)---pum BAH HABAH
MAACH BREAK!! JOIN THE
PAHTY! CALL MARK -(Mark) 827-
8254 Avuhl 
UNIVE
1
17-1.40-00eis Theatre CI 
inrpsorttc
Verdi's Falstaff 1111ENTIII STUDENTDISCOUNTS
A Comic Opera AVAILABLE
- Febrititry 9,11, & 12
ST1U_WATER AVE.
-rowisi
Doily 7:00 8 9-00 827-3850
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
or-Tickets:- -
581.1755
tnst it controls ../ Mind TI,, it ri•ctrov, loch
.f.' •. •:ir --- •,..a sift • a a,a nia e",• •",.. • •
Daily
Delta-Tait Delta Is holding
a blood drive with -the RectCross on Feb. 10 -
_24 in at the house
uucuuoiuGgiLiuWuLscuicat.2nueiusautuoiLtaioutoceo
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e Engineering 
institutioneincreased13 Percentirom_ to 196,42.0  
Although a few of those in;titutins limited enrollment to ensure .a
balance between it -and their a-v-ailable rt;otirces, others did not. At least
one, Ohio State UnNersity, increased.itt enrollment by 50 percent and six
-others, including Massachtsetts InStitute of Technology and Louisiana
State University increased theirebY More than 40 percent":
The strain that increased--enrOliment is placing on engineering schools is
compounded by the critical shortage of faculty.
There are about 1600 engineering faculty positions open in the United
(Continued from vett-SOW 
States, 1,000 at the assistga professor level and 600 at higher levels. One
7
reason for the orlenings is the noncompetitive salaries universities -offer
compaiecfrith industries.
Fortune said in January 1982; that "a new bachelor of science in, most
fields 'of-engineering_can_cliciose from multiple offers of jobs- (in-industry)
starting at over $20,000 and sometimes as high as $32,000. Universities can
afford to pay an assistant professor with a new Ph.D. only $22,000,' on the
average, for a nide-month year."
With such high salaries being offered to B.S. graduates, many engineers
do not pursue higher degrees which would qualify them for teaching.
-Fortune said that between 1970 and 1980, the annual output of American
Free jazz p ttval planned „4„0,_ P .Ds qualified to teach declined from atm! 3,000 to 1800." . The• •
for Damn YAlikee •  . timee7. it. said... Many-young people who Might, Olheaviig_b_e_attracted to 
.• •
,--,ByLllob-Lianielso  --Student officers of_ the _ensemble_
—Staff Writer - the Ritival, Witt thelleip'or-
Curtis Brossmer, Twentieth Century's
The saxophones will be swinging on director, and Focus, a division of the
campus this winter with Mainely Jazz, student affairs office
-a Celebration featuring -U-MOts-- Ratie-5minonds, manager of the
Twentieth Century Music Ensemble ensemble, said the festival "is a good
and guest artiste. opportunity-to-sit-back and enjoy jazz
Diying Februar y-and lAarch-, -four-- music a coffee house setting.!'
repot r-saill wotieing-'nendkions-for--faculty
_-
, unfavorable to graduates. •
"With larger enrollments have come additional demands. on faculty's
i   th tationsacademia have simply decided the workloads too heavy, e expec
ittith-efigkittFew_ard
ne/ibvious30..ssequencelif the fault -shortage that "large classeiget 
larger," but (nether is that certain courses cannot be offered.
"The missing courses are likely to be some of the advanced technical
electives which give depth and richness to an undergraduate's eduction," it
said. -
Even if universities found solutions to their faculty and enrollment
their problems wou d nor be ended. Equipmentis another malbr obstacle. ----
 _
By Tim
Staff Wr
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some of
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It has
Osberg,
sciences,
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.like a
ammer,
said.
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Osbri
-- Agadtinz 
flt 
_  
free performances WilM given in the Refreshrnents will be sold at the "One aspect of the problem is that myshof the equipment is old and hard
-Darint-Yankee r06111- Or the -Menierial presentations. - -to keep in repair. Another is that therels norenough of it."
"The purpose. of the fetti - Union. PresentatiOns Will include a
-wide spectrum of music, ranging from fold," Simrnonds said. "It not only
_ big band tunes tq vocal quartets and provides the community' with some
piano solos. good music free of charge, but it serves
---
Opening the festival will be the,- aneducatiOnal function.,"
Twentieth Century Music, Ensenthie, 'IF& The performing high sc O-oi -
teaining  up- with •the Stearns High h. antic., it_ic gnriti experipitre and it 
School stagehand Feb. 10 at 7   introduces students to UMO and the
The Tom \ Hoffman Trio,- from music program. And for the players in
Maine, and Andy Jaffe, a pianist and the ensemble, it is a good opportunity
composer from New York City, will to play alongside professional artists,"
play Feb. 16 at 2 p.m. she said. _
Two bands, from-the University of Jaffe, one of the performers, will be.
Maine at Augusta will the stage staying on campus for three days
Feb. .26 at 7 11.m. in a dual following his performance Feb. 16.,
performance with Jazz on Tour and While he is here, he will share the
the Studio Ensemble. _ concert Stage with the Twentieth
Wrapping things up will be the Century Music Ensemble Feb. 17, at
-Twentieth Century. Music Ensemble 8:15 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
and Jazzmin, a vocal quartet from the Admission will 15e $2 for students and
1--Augusta area, March 3 at 7 p.m. $4 for the general-audience.
'-‘••••••••-.
MU", wainowen."...,-:w% "4-041 
1 1/G1 I. 11. 14211%.4  
for Valentiftis Day.
Valentine's Day is Monday, February14.
1Watitiful look dire* Dowers._
The beautiful scent of Arpege. All in the-
FTLY* Fragrance 'n FliAversi. Bouquet.
$17.50 and up
Open Sunday 9-5.
M A Clark
'rs 46 Main Street
DovnytowrtOrm
Send yotir love with spec,
*Registered trademark Florists Trr4,or1d Daiivery Association,
c 1983 Florists' Transworld Deliv•-" Association.
•
•
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Professor holding tough  on standards,.._,1  _
 
,He's one hard teacher : hasn't given an 'A' in 30 years
By Tim Rice
Staff  Writer
Getting an 'A' can be tough, but for
some of Professor Philip H. Osberg's
students it's been impossible.
-It has- been alinisst 30 years since
Osberg, professor of geological
sciences, has given an.'"' tci a student
in . his Introduction to Geological
Science class.
"This course hits
them (the students)
like a -sledge
tn er 
  said. "It takes
them by surprise." •
"T_Tiberg
. and- off --siitue, he
came TCY UM° m
Fhnical,
on," it
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tack.
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FRESH
iABAH
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rk) 827-
1956, and' has
taught it- steadily
now. for more than
10 years. He
taught-thesourse-at--
Penn State and__
Colby College before coming to UMO.
.Osberg said that although he has 
giyena, few 'As' in` the Gourse at other,
. colleges, he hasn't so far at UMO. He
said one reason is that the academic
peer pressure here at the undergraduate
level Us "not very great.."."
(Mt AVE.
1-1-rudvN
t 7-38S0
UNITS
ENT
ABLE_
10
Jo
• •
planned to leave the following year./
But  the atmosphere has improved.
Students seem to want to learn quite a
bit more."
Osberg thinks students at UMO
often aren't as-prepared- when -they
enter college as students that go on to
other schools.
"They don't have the tools
sometimes. Their
backgrounds are
often such that
they're ill-equipped
to learn j
intensive environ-
____
'There's not
-- zinuckar--a filter-an-
adn-itssions. lI
them now, they would0 perform.--
One of 9sberg's students, who asked 
not to be named sees it differently.
"ft's politics, but it's also my GPA,
an-d*Siluture." - -
"In a way he's perpetuating a cycle.
Students don't expect to Owe' in the
course. They feel very intimidated.
People's expectations have a lot to do
with how they perform.
"It's land-of frustrating," the senior
ri_ln AT'id. "I do have aver hi h GPA •
geo Ogy, and it intimidate
-that here was a person who,- dnt
—give-me-an lic'etenit I Wbrired hard -
enought to get it." -'
The student didh t thmic Osberg" is
- - realistic itr-his-expectations,
'By_ calling-himself-idealistichels-
confessing that he isn't realistic.
Idealism and reality :aren't
compatible."
Osberg admi that he does
"penalize" th tter students by not
padding t grades as much.
"It' t fair, but our system almost
de nds it," he said.:--It's difficult.
caching is difficult. I'd hate to have -
the e ual opportunity  people get after  
me; I'd be inbad Shape.",
Elaine Gershman,_associate dean of
Artrand Sciences-, lifd-fhirihecollege -
has. no specific grading standards,. 
except the basic grade definitions. -
makes it more 
Orono opposes grantingdifficult to teach.When there is such
a wide range of
intellects,", Osberg
Philip -H., Osbert; said
--"I've--werrother-schicrWldiere-the
emphasis on study is much more
intense," hesaid.
"Many students here will be content
with a 'C' or a 'B' grade, where -at
schools students really strive for
_exce1len0e. It's unfortunate, especially
for -students-xyho plan on going to
graduateschWol," Osberg said.
- •Osbera_thinks the "peer pressure"
has imprZved since he firil came to
"When I came here 1 was most
discouraged," he said. "At first I'd
• Financial
have to register, whereas before they
might not have known.
"It(the law) does benefit the female
student's, but the curret-nt draft
registration laws state Only males have
tcsregister. It's a feaeral law people will
have to comply with," he slid.
On the ,national- level, -the United
States Student Association, the
National Coalition of Independent
Colleges and University Students and
the National Organization of, Black
_University and College Students
---AhhOnghi gr.&
doesn't give.fmarly Depastment.
Chairman
"there's another side to the calm"
- "As I underitand it, not many flunk
either, Chernosky said. "The course
isn't geared-so that manyilunk."
'Osberg thinks the country's grading
Standards have declined -since the 19605 
benefits to ex-fire chief
-. 
• The-.T4?atu pf__Ctrono .Tuesday Emplgyment Security felt he was
- appealed a ruli  of the Maine---3.firedwithout ti_i_st cause. - __ _ 
Department o inpower Affairs Robert Bryson, the- bureau's
- granting unemployment benefits to deputy commissioner, said ins-tiling,
former Orono Fite ' Chief-Duane "there is no evidence-to-show that
Brasslett. - you (Brasslett) did not do your job
Ortmiii TO44n Manager Raymond. to the best of your ability ." He said
Cota
 said the appealIyarlhal- kasslett ai.. discharge was not . VW 
"People might think I'm out of line —
now...that I'm a crusty- old.
profeSSal" ...but I'm idealistic."
_
Osberg said that students often dont -
appreciate his grading methods until_
they've been out of school a while. He
said if he didn't expect so much of
aidk(Continuedifr_o_m_m_pimope) -
unconstitutional because it interferes
with a , student's fight ajainst- self
incrimination and it-denies a studerit
equal protection under the law They 
also say it violates the Privacy Act.
In a Jan. 26 article in the Chronicle
'OF-Higher Education in Washington,
the MP1RG said the law
unconstitutionally punishes students
before a court has found them guilty of
violating the draft registration law.
The group also argues the law
discriminates against low-income men
when students "gained a lot of
leverage."
"I inflate grades-just-like anyone else
does; but before 1960, I'd never doctor
a grade. A kid either made if or
didn't.
-prottrise-to-fightpeat--in-- whoneed financialaid.
Congress this year. "Until we getia tot more of a mass
Currently there, is a proposal in - movement students on campus and
Congress to repeal this law, college presidents up in arms-we're , .
- The Minnesota Public _ Interest --not going to set a change of Opinion,"
Re.seaich Group (MPIRG)- filed suit in Miriam Rosenberg, national director
-_- _Tfedefilltrict Court_4gainst the  -ca_2_1ae. ---1q-ational. -Coalit-ion-laf
- Education Department' and the Independent College and,-University
- 
,
Selective Service. Students was quoted saying in the
T c l -* - artilehc NIPIRG said tha i c :
1ST ANNUAL CELEBRATION
MAI NELY
begins on
February 10,1983 7:00 p.m.
Damn Yankee
featuring
Stearns Hi 
•
gh School
Stage Band and the
0th Century Music Ensemble
--beertuse
cause and is therefore not entitled to employment."
me ink
benefits. "He doesn't deserve the
benefits," Cora said.
Cota dismissed Brasslen as fire
chief last December citing instances
.of "poor , judgment" and
"subversion of the legal_process"? as
reasons for the firing.
Brasslett's attorney, Theodore
Curtis Jr., said Brasslett was
granted benefits because the
department's Bureau of
He said the evidence presented by
Orono and Brasslett "supported the
decision that was made."
Curtis said the board's-ruling was
a "morale booster," but he is
unsure if the ruling will affeeT the
outcome of Brasslett's suit,-,-against
Cota and Orono. Brasslett---is
seeking more than $200,000 in
damages, from the town and Cota,
resulting from his dismissal.
glittilink Outfitters
Warm Winter Wear
Wool pants from '6.00
Wool swegters and shirts -
Pile and Bunting Garments
Polypropylene underwesir
P 38 Main St., Orono
.860-4878 M-F 12-6
Tj he Columban Fathers extend
A NT MTN Trr rTIT(11%.T
iLi 11"4 .1. rk
to young Catholic men with idealism,
courage and generosity to join over 800
columban mission priests serving the
pkrr and needy in eight Third World
countries.., and have a happy rewarding
life. For more. information on becoming
as a missionary priest, contact
FatherlVfichael Harrison
COLUMBAN FATHERS
310 Adttm St.
(617) 472-1494
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The lost thing is discovered, hidden for many
centuries. Pasteur wilLbe celebrated as a_Attikiiia.'
•tLs when the moarrcompletes her great .cycle...." •
(I. • -
'`,.. Ili ,41 le mgo\1500s, -a---Inturs *twig -dowtr-thelung, -
corridors of time from. an attic study in Salon,
France, put to pa the legendary prophecies that
,oed
would astot-WdYn
rN
an in 
t 
pr cen trib-ei7
Michel de Notredame,Aactter known today as
Nostradamus, was much mor han a scholar and
famed healer. He foresaw events'thkt occurred not
only -in his contemporary times, Sbtthat have
stretched for the 400 years since his th--and
beyond
Instead of a crystal ball, Nostradamus gazed into
the undisturbed water in a bowl on a brass tripod.
Through this medium he received many of his
visions, and wrote them down in a bewildering
mixture of symbols, anagrams, Latin, Greek and his
native French._
Why did he purpOisely make-TM- proph-e—cies so _
_ 
difficult to ' read? He lived Tic -The age Of ihe
_„.
- - Inquisition when millions were put to death after
being accused of witchcraft, when everything that
could-not be explained by a gullible priest must have
descended from a dark supernatural origin. -
\
Nostradamus deliberately confused 'the time
sequence of hiNpropheCiet; as Well as the language,
to avoid accusations of witchcraft and to fool tl*
investigators CiTthe Inquisition shOuId they ever turn
suspicious eyes in his direction.
' •
ctd or days One of his earlier prophecies occurred when he was
luality of her a young man traveling in Italy. On the Stireet one day,
rtant thing in Nostradamus fell to his knees before's passing monk
'for teaching named Felice Peretti, saying "I must kneel to his
pupils loved Holiness, the Pope." The astonished young monk
lem. She was - must have thought the man a lunatice, but in 158.5„: 19
years after-thi-death of ,Nostradamus. Fe_ Iice-Penittir By night ill come through the forest of Reins two-,.
7acithig_inllg 1 e Pope Sittilt -----'7777. Airmen, by a roandaboail way. .The Queen. the
•,- • 
, 
research and - white stone, -- • ---
rs don't lit: 
 
Nostradamus wrote more thaii 1000 pro tht4, e5 -7-- - - - - The monk-king dressed in_s_rey at Varennes:
et in the way dividing theivkASS-40-books called Centuries. This 77te Elected Copercaases 'tempest fire and bloody
• • • .s• 
-;s4 ---;17<t:,./V4is:i <.'-i:;4it'-e;1
-
agazine
_
tra amym  
NOSTRADAMUS
drawing copyright 1974 by Raitibird
Reference Books Ltd.
;sarily need
;e titles, but 
are good ol'
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ialism, from
-  has nothing to- do withcenturiiii of-time, buFeefers-te-
the 100 verses or quatraini in each book.
Quatrain-25 in Centuryl is--astoundint, for in it "The partner, solitary but marrOcl will be mitred, 
Nostradamus not only names Louis" Pasteur, but The return, fighting, will cross over the tile works.
gives the year of his greatest discovery as well. The 01 500 one traitor willbe ennobled, —
moon's 'great cycle' ended in 1889, the year of Narbonne ani-Yaulce, oil-Yor knives."
Pasteur's discovery of germs polluting the (IX, 34)-
-
atmosphere, which-Jecl—to--Lister's.. theory. of _ •These. two quatrains are astounding-in—their
sterilization. accuracy. The first one describes the night,OriUng
"An emperor will be born near Italy,
Who will cost his Empire very dearly.
One would say from Ike men he rallies  round him
_ Thai he is less Prince then Butcher." "
Hire, .Nostradamu.srl- was '.clearly referring to
Napoleon. Apother quatrain referring to Napoleon
begin!: "Of a name never before held bya- French
king..."
•
On June 20, 1792, Louis returned alone to the
French palace called the Tuileries, which in French
-
means ` tileworks.' A -mob invaded the palace, -and 
• Louis was forced to wear the revolutionary cap of
liberty, which bears. a_striking resemblance-49.-a. 
mitle; According to Thiers in his History of France, 
said the mob, numbering exactly 500, returned to. the 
Tuileries again.
Three antichrists to troutik-the world...NWT-0 eon
came and passed, and the world survived. Scholars
again agree unanimously on the identity of the
second antichrist...Adplf Hitler. .
"In the deepest part of Western Europe
a child will be born of a poor family, •
who by his speech will entice many peoples.
His reputation will grow even greater in the Kingdom
of the East. "VII, 35)
Hitler, who was born to a poor family in Austria,
was renowned for his personal magnetism and
famous speeches to the German people as he
continually liad_the crowds mesmerized. And the
Kingdom of the East? That could only-be-Japan,
which joined Hitler as an ally.
Another quatrain (1X,90) speaks of "a captain of .
Greater Germany" whose war will cause "a great
shedding of blood." _And there are even a few
quatrains which some -interpreters believe mention
Hitler by name, using the anagram "Hister".
-4 I
"Liberty shall not be recovered, - '-
A black, fierce, villainous, evil man shall occupy it, -
•
4 _
,t...
•-tt-
•
_ -41/211en the ties of his alliance areiVrotight.
_
-What hes a1tadOT-u-t7 What Nostradamus saw- for
the late 20th Centiity.,is far from comforting._ Our
future holds drought, faittine and disaster far beyond
anything the world has ever 1u1own. It holds a war,
the great third world war that wi ring the earth to
the brink of total annihilation.
Mankind-is at a zrossroads with inds4ny. Carf<
Venice shall be vexedby 1-lister."
-
-
the pathAlLthe _future he altered to avzil4 this  
Telestmetimit- And destructiorrit- will be, if the  
. .
• prophecies of Nostradamus are true.
The catalystwill at first seem to be a blessing.
Nostradamus as predicted a change in _Russia from
-1/X, 20/ 
-Commanism to a more tolerable form of
Louis XVI and Queen Marie Antoinette in 1791 from
Few of the quatrains Are as easily decipherable as the rebellion. They followed a devious route through
. this- one. Most identities are only hinted at, and the forest of Reins to Varennes, where they were .
nearly all - dates are given _ through astrological' captured, with Marie Antoinette dressed all in white,
configuration-Nostradamus was a trained astrologer the king in gray. • , ._. , _
in additien4o-bis_many other talents. However, even The fourth line of qtlatrain 20 refers to Louis XVI
without specific names and dates, some of.ftevents being an elected king, or Capet, the first France had
alluded to are quite apparent, ever had; .
• - For-example.-quatrain 60, Century I, mentions _no . After they were captured 'at Varennes, the sing
---.1`,.-name or date, but leaves littletikiiibt iis to-vat-0 the and Queen 'spent die night at the house of a man
'-prophet. was envisioning those many, . many years named Saulce, (Line 4, quatrain 34) who sold oil in
ago: -
t
liaitoratossessoefin.
•
..._„govqnment:
_7The philosophy of life according to Thomas More
- will be unsuccessfid,
and will give. Way to another much more seductive.
- In the land of cold Winds is where it wil I first fail,
Because of The deeds and language of-7,We more
attractive." (III, 95) - • 
- • -
This change in Russian government will lead to
• long sought-after friendship with the United States,
in an attempt to halt the arms race....
"One day the two great masters will befriends,
• Their great power will be increased:
Thenei; World will be at its peak,
to the bloody one will the number of dead be
determined." (II, 89)
See 'Nostradamus' p. 7
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The  Navy ROTC debate
Pro:
by Richard Blanke
The Council of Colleges will begin consideration on Feb. 23 of a proposal to
establish a Naval Reserve Officer TAIlling Corp at UMO next fall. After the COC's
recommendation, President Paul Silverman will decide whether a NROT(' program
comes to UMO.
In this issue of the Niagazine Forum, Richard Menke, associate professor of
history, argues for establishment of NROTC. Douglas Allen, professor of
philosophy, argues against establishment of NROTC.
UMO now has a Army and Air Force ROTC program.
- -I approach this issue on the basis of the following self-evident assumptions: a)
our country needs armed forces, b) we should encourage and sustain those who
perform this function, c) it is desireahle that military officers be well-educated,
_and d) we are part of a university that is able tofunction as.it shodTd onlYzbecause
of the political freedom secured historically by-these same armed forces. Indeed,
our malig_ned defense establishment is really tne_ultimate difference between the
situation of a UMO physicist and Andrei Sakharov, or a UMO philosopher and
Leszek Kolakowski, or myself and the many fellow historiansunable to function
as such because theylive under totalitarian regimes.
To be sure, the military's role is different from the University's and the special
mission of the university must remain dominant on campos.---But I think this is
the case with our current ROTC programs and we have every reason to expect the
- •same from Navy ROTC.
For UMO students, Navy ROTC offers anadditione, ps a ac we career
option. The profession of Naval officer is both respectable (comparable, some
think, to that of university professor) and vital to our spciety. Students who want
to pursue such a career deserve only encouragement from the faculty. Given the
wld Thivty - of pr grams already offered here- and eorrtinued administrative_
- -control of ROTC', the new program will neither lower current academic standards
t or lead to our manipulation by -oniside-agenetes. And the College of Arts and
 Sciences allows only 10.herars of RO-Te ci edit toward the BA degree; this leaves
at least 110 hours of non-military instruttion, ample opportunity for opponents
to apply antidotes and press their own political opinions (which, fortunately,
most students will disregard.)
So how does one explain the almost reflexive oppOsitio_p_ of certain faculty
whenever the ROTC issue comes up? some may oppose ROTC on grounds of a
consistent pacificism, rejecting anything military and presumably prepared to
accept even enslavement before resorting to armed resistance (a dilemma our
armed forces have spared them thus far.) Others seem to dislike our armed forces
while relishing every success of their armed forces. Behind the facade of concern
for professional standards and outside influence, I see the fear of ideological
competition from within what is supposed to be a pluralistic and open-minded
university and the desire to preserve the university as a greenhouse fol certain
correct attitudes unable to survive in the real world.
- Navy ROTC will doubtless be approved, not "beCause the faculty IS "pro-
 
 military but because we accept a free society's need for armed forces 'and the
,
-
-
,daramaa, 
r '
j 
-
'
reasonable proposition that universities should cooperate in the education of
military officers. There is no good reason to keep UMO students from pursuing a
military career under a program that exacts minimal costs from this institution
and provides a way to finance college for some students who have no other way.
For their sake, and perhaps for our own one day, we should welcome this new
program.
Rebuttal by Douglas Allen
Professor Blanke accuses other faculty of "reflexive opposition-;'•-but his essay -
contains little reflective analysis orthoughtful argumentation. Instead he relies
on vague generalizations, innuendoes, and personal attacks-on colleagues. Is
rebuttal necessary? Does he not hang himself? Indeed, Blanke never even
mentions the specific Naval ROTC proposal, and he never argueg for the specific
_ nature of the ROTC program.
MosI essential of Blanke's vague generalizations is his uncritical, ahistorical
--Acceptance of ?fie military as defending freedom. (Incidentally; some may even
7 
- 
-accept this while rejecting the specific ROTC proposal, which Blanke never
discusses.) But when perhaps 80 percent of Washington's allies are dictatorships.
who murder, torture, and repress their people, and when "we" prole-the:
military and economic foundation for such regimes, should we not be more
cautious in describing such global policies as a defense of freedom? _
What does one say about a statement presenting vicious slurs on the patriotism
of-colleagues, impugning their character,. attributing unworthy, even treasonous
motives to faculty who disagree? This lea€s liStle room for rational discourse,
Why cite A&S when the Naval ROT almost certainhoused in
Engineering and_Science,
 
in which students already have 'demanding Schedules
and very limited flexibility for electives?
Why not formitTate any arguments for the mere assert ionitiaiNROTC, withal!'
its violations of normal academic standards, does not compr • jhe "special
mission" of the university?
There is-one argument that merits a response: ROTC increases the fr ankof
students to choose from a greater number of options; indeed, to reject N
__would be to deny students this greater freedom.
' • 
_ 4
4
In evaluating this appeal to freedom, we recognize that we "continually accept
or reject faculty, students, and courses according to academic standards. To
accept NROTC, which flagrantly violates academic standards, does not increase
freedom at the university; it simply lowers our standards and compromises our
educational mission. There are numerous, academically worthy programs which
staats are not fret-t-o take, because-they are not offered, we ought not to o CI
academically unworthy, NROTC courses, largely because they satisfy needs of
the military and other outside interests with money and power.
•
Con:
by Douglas Allen
On academic grounds, the essentially political and nonacademic Naval ROTC 
proposal should be rejected because it violates 'university standards fegarding"
faculty, courses; and academic freedom.  •_
We have rigorous criteria for hiring faculty and evaluating their performances
with regard-to rehiring -tenure, and promotion. With ROTC, the militar4assigns
faculty, and we have-liule say over who are hired as professors, whether they are --incompetent teachers, whether they are incapable of scholarly research, or
whether they violate academic standards in the classroom. The military is also
given the right to remove these faculty from Orono without even consulting us.
Far more serious is the violation by ROTCof standards of academic freedom
that-lie at the foundation of what constitutes a university. This is primarily why
ROTC courses convey the sense Of rather uncritical indoctrination and job
training; they do -hat foster the examination of alternatives
 and the critical 
 
questioning—So essential in the developmetit of what it is to be an educated human
being. The principle of academic freedom requires ihat professors be free to
teach without fear of political and administrative censorship; but ROTC
professors are subject to military discipline. -The -nature objectives, contents,
Of their ROTC courses-aid-del inectior them in a tied manner. If they
acted in ways exemplifying academic-freedom and at the hat( of our educational
mission, they would be censored or removed from their positions.
-
This-deniat ortgademic-freecTorn has iinToltkinate con sequences for ROTC
students, discouraging or deconditioning the very qualities essential to our
educational ideals. Narrow military texts and narrow military syllibi are
assigned; the major scholarly works and critical questions of methodology and
interpretation are excluded. cont
-Let me note a few of the unacceptable features of the NROTC proposal; 
 
 
RttSt
would become an- "extension" of the Maine Maritime Academy program, alliat
coming under the authority of the Commanding Officer Naval ROTC at the East
Academy; with our continuing Crisis of insufficient office and classroom space, 
°inswe would agree to provide free of charge the offices and classrooms required by cons:
the Naval ROTC; NROTC would add four years of required courses, equivalent
to 25 percent of the total credit hours required for graduation at UMO.
There are important political arguments for rejecting this proposal.. -Ufvf0 Theshould not enter into a contract to train officers for a military that increasingly
militarizes our domestic priorities and options through its escalating budget, .
ever growing share of job opportunities, and influence over politicians and — - — The
corporations; that acts to enforce foreign policy decisions largely dictated by theinterests of powerful multinational corporations; and that prong' up and protects
brutal dictators, who torture and repress their own people.
I have not developed a political analysis, because it is my position that
professors, students, and administrators, who may have diffehng political
orientations but who share a respect for academic standards, ought to reject this
NROTC proposal on fundamental academic grounds.
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Rebuttal by Richard Blanke
Cinstractorvarrhot tenure-traa-faculty; they aresomparable to_thC------
beermany temporary-instructors currently hired by department heads,_without any:7,17
and-say by Professor Allen -or myself, but presumably the best people for the job in.the eyes of those who run the program and clearly subject- to-the-jun*11'10,-1r' "UM() adm- inistrators .
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2. ROTC courses obviously do not belong to the liberal arts category. Like at least half the courses taught at UMO engraccring, atuou LLL l ig), they impart— 
 
 
 _
-*body of-knowledge bated on the requirements of a particular profession (ratherthan examining "alternatives" to that profession.) Somebody has to know anddo (and thus teach and learn) these things in our 
_society; there ii rooiin at auniversity for something besides philosophy courses so long as all students take asubstantial number and variety of iion-professional courses as well. • - a • •
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3. As for the indoctrination of impressionable students: in terms ofintelligence, maturity,, probity, and independence of judgementrave found
that 110TC students compare favorably with others. By contrast, those few
students who exhibit the most serious symptoms of group-think, blinddogmatism, Moonte-like suspension of critical faculties, and theinability/unsinfingness to deal with the world as it actually is turn out to comprise
--."MPAC," an organization with which Professor Allen is also prominentlyidentified. Those who would accuse others of confusing indoctrination with
-education should first see if they don't themselves live in houscs_of glass.
4. The political "arguments" in paragraph 6 reveal that Professor Allen%hostilito ROTC is simply consistent with a generalized rejection of this
country's democratic institutions and values, based on various myths whichthrive only in the fever swamps of Marxist dogma (which itself„ whereverpracticed, permits-ix-My indoctrination and precludes the, academic freedom heclaims to value at UM0)."--,..„ •
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The True-Serpent will -also invade
Turkey and Egypt"- (V, 25)
-t.
r
_
Cont. from p. 5
Coinciding with the cooperation
between the United States and Russia,
will be a consolidation of power in the
East, with the Far Eastern Nations
unifying uniztor one leader.
The growth of this Far Eastern
power will begin to disturbthe
attempts at international cooperation
and friendship, and international
relations begin to break“ down. Middle
_
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traced across Western Europe, Africa,
South America.. .until there is nowhere
else to go but the United States and
Russia. The two super powers are still
fighting off the results of the surprise
nuclear attack and the lasting, horrible
effects of germ and chemical warfare.
-Sin when is all this going to be? We
have the date of 1987 when the
consolidation of Arab forces will
and Far Eastern le,aders will attempt to. - begin' and Nostradamds.._ has given
settle racial difTerin-Ces (between the "±-stnother date, at wihcli---fite War is --
red and yellow races) by force- The 'already being fought;
developing war in the East_sets_the . "in the year 1999und sewn maths,
stage -for the beginning of the From the sky i'vfll come e re-thThid-lring —Holocaust. of Terror.
On August 2, 1987: Nostradamus He will bring back to life the great k•has predicted an Arab leader will of the Mongols,launch an army of almost one million Before and after. war reiw bogey.
men into Iran, Turkey and Egypt,
while also striking a blow at tht
Church  __Theclate__ is dptermined With the war in Europe almost-won 
by (he East,,attention.will be directed'
resumed 19 11111)1 Street Downtown Oronoto America again, with uclearbombardment being .` n Several •
qu-atrains-fOrettlt-doont-for-NeW York
fikEt7‘'l
DELivERY,
" Sco, NT
-`'1vrs
SEND A DIFFERENT-BOUQUET
THIS VALENTINE'S DAY!!!
HEART -SHAPED and Regular
Balloon Bouquets
..  . 
—
BALLOONS OVER BANGOR 
Taking orders in the Union
Feb. 10, 11 (Thur.,.  Fri.)
oi- call 866-2211 anytime!
Clly a1 muct -OT-Vermont, possible _ - - 1.5 litereven Most orNew Englandi
One quatrain refers to a fire, possibly_
through an astrological configuration.
"The Prince of the Arabs, when Mars,
the Sun and Venus are in Leo,
Will molee4ke-ride of the Caliativihsuffer-
at sea.
Towards Iran nearly a million Men will
 
march,  \ 
of nuclear origin, burning New York
City. "The sky will appear to burn
from the forty-fifth parallel, it-will
-While -the corqlict in the East approach tini great New ..city..."- The
continues, the United States and 45th Parallel not only passes near New
Ruoja _will announce a military
alliance against the new powers in the
East: the Far East and the
cohsolidated Arab forces. This causes
consternation in the East.
"When ihose.ofttke- Artie Pole are
united together,
There will be great terror and fear in
the Orient.
- - The newly elected leaAler,
Strongly supported, will tremble,
WFile at the same time Greere-iMd
Turkey will be stained with Arab
blood." (VT, 21)
According to Nostradamus, the
York. City, but,is uncomforta_bly close
to Bangor, Maine is well.
The war continues with the East and
the-West fighting for control. Slowly
the West gains a foothold in the world
again and the American/Russian
-- offensive against the East is well under
way. The Allies are finally using their
superior firepower and they will bring
the Far Eastern fo)ees -16 -their knees.
-Tire Allies invade the countries of
Western Europe to ftee them from the
clutches of the Arabs and the Orient.
Slowly' the western forces pushIsiaoli
and destroy. the Arabs until they reach
Iran, where the war will end:
"The 45th Parallel.. .is uncomfortably close
to Bangor, Maine as well."
greW7Wer is ready ttibeititkaltettlias
been &unification betweentheFar E.6t
and the Middle Easl, and they are.
read* to expand their sphere of
influence to envelop the entire world.
"At sunrise one will see a great fire,
The noise and light will be aimed
-
Within the lands of the Arctic Circle
one will hear cries of death
Through -Instruments of steel, -death
will come throlfghfire and famine."
al. 91I .
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"There will be rain iind famine,
fighting still going on in Iran.
The enemy leader will be betrayed by
--Mose of his own faith.
The war will end there that had begun
in France:
A secret sign madeAot to be harsh."
-444
The war is over, but the effects of
radiation and bacterial contamination
are stlil in Mafia and the world-Mat
deal with them. With the victory, the
world will enter an Age of Peace and
Aquilon, :from the Latin word the world will not end until the 17th
'aciuilo' meaning north, has • been millennium:
interpreted as the -land of-the north—In—"-Theyearof the great seven-th—number
his "Epistle tollenri II" -Nostraderring accomPlished,
mentioned the "lords of Aquilon, two There shalt-be seen the sports of the
in number," who Combine to make the------'ghostly sacrifices
Not far from the great age of the
millennium
That the buried shall -come out of their
_
.
"Twenty years of the reign of the
moon having passed, -
Seven thousand years shall another
hold his mortamV.
When the sun shall resume his days
InISI.
Then is fulfilled. and ends my,
prophecy."
Orient tremble. This is another
reference to the alliance between the
United States and Russia.
• The countries of the _Arctic Circle
come under a surprise nuclear, attack,
perhaps to diminish ,their force and
open the door for expansion from the
East. The only nation with full nuclear
capabilities besides the UMW States
and Russia is... Red China.
In the _book. "Nostradamus Predicts
the End of_ the World" by Rene
Noorbergen, the advance of the East is
- Pepsi-Free-
Reg. & Diet
2 liter
— 
  6- pack 12 oz.
99e & tax/
dep.
*3.10 & tax /
dep".
• Good for one Tree Vcitre_k_
Underground Games
Mill St., Orono
-t limit one per customer Expires 2/10/83
11•M M.11.1.M.1111111•1MIM a VID
0 STUDENTS:
TAKE
THE BSA BUS
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• ,ReslacIrlse -
1111=10i
when
writing...
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor. Lettere should
be 300 words or less and include a name and telephone number.
•
- 
Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but names will be
,
—.withheld from publication only und4 special circUmstances. The
Maine Campus-reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste and
libel.
Substance over rhetoric
-
• To tie 
 
  actively trying to undermine
the government of a sovereign
If Victor R. Hathaway is
sincerely it-- estecr in making
certain that "democracy is
meaningful." by keeping the
"confrontation of opinions in
public debate...an- -honest-
one," he would do well to deal
_with substantive issues instead
of giving his readers lessons in
Roman rhetoric. Pretending to
expose the •P-weaknesses" of
Professor Schonberger's
arguments about Nicaragua,
Hathaway, in his latest
Column as I Seeumn,
pipers," only succeeds in
exposing himself as one of the
(and I quote) "dishonest
speakers who, refusing to
argue a question on its merit's,
resorts to diversionary'-
tactics." 
.
Hathaway attempts to
diveu -.the argument about
Nicaragua:__ by focusing
• attention .on Schonbergeri-
• suppOiediy unfo-rgivabte-;--
_ democracy-destroying rhetor-
ical sin. In the process, the
substance - of Schonberger's
commentary is ignored. Why
didn't Hathaway use his
precious column inches to
refute Schonberger's charges
_ _
that the United States is
.7r
nation, a government that has
done more for its people in the
past couple of years than the
previous regime did in forty?. I
stikit it- is because there is no
-defense-16r the actions of the
U.S. and Hathaway knows it.
Instead, he quibbles about.the
alleged rhetorical rights and
wrongs assuming, apparently,
that this proves all of
Schonberger's arguments are
invalid. They aren't, of
course. Schonberger's
-;-presentation may be
imperfect; the substance of his
article remains unchallenged.
The next time Hathaway
disagrees with someone, I
hope he will foresake his
demands for rhetorical purity
and begin wrestling with the
substance of the issues being
addressed. If he does not and
eontinues in the current vein, I
_2-urilt-telorced to conclude t
-he is merely another one- of 
those Pied Pipers who has
taken the right-wing turn on
the road out of Hamlin.
Economic imperialism forms policy. -
To the Editor:
These days, whenever I hear
someone talk about the Soviet
threat, it's always in terms of.
justifying United States
military expenditures. Even
most individuals supporting
nuclear disarmament see_ the
treed for a strong U.S.
military. "We have our
responsibility to the free
world." I think it's foolish to
believe that sort of
propaganda.
For every government we
support in which civil liberties
and human rights are
protected- law, there are
probably 15 others ruled by
ruthless military or right-wing
dictatorships in which a select
aristocracy receives all the
benefits at the expense of the
poverty ridden working
populace. Our military is
needed to keep these'
governments in power so that
the 1J.S„businesses remain -
secure. I Hope you don't really
believe that our standing army
is developed to fight the
Russians. The only place U.S.
military forces will be used is
in putting down popular
uprisings in third world
nations- -like _Vietnam, __El
Salvador,. and the Middle
East.
What we are talking about is
U.S. economic imperialism. If
we all want to-go- on- living in 0141 own
the greatest nation on earth, it
is obvious that an empire is
necessary to support our
gieatness. We surely can't let
anyone move in on our
territory, so let's not hear
anymore about the Soviet
threat baloney as if we will be 
fighting the Red Army on thy 4T_
wall any day now. They sye _
more intelligent than that and 
1
• •-
so is our government. I hope
that we as college students are t -
more intelligent than to believe 
— •  
the stuff coming out of
Washington. What free . . -
world? --
Bob Zambarano
. •
--40.111 
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Greek life not for7tveryone -
To the Editor
. -Amy 'Stanley's -let ter on
February 8 seems to support
the idea that Greek life should
be approached cautiously.
"Let the buyer beware" is
written (abet subconsciously)
all over it.
For example; "Many
sororities were disappointed
with the low numbers of girls
who actually attended (the
rush)." That alone makes one
wonder. There are thousands
Sincerely,
Dirk Stratton
English
BLOOM COUNTY_
of well educated-,stonsess--that- --
attend UMO yeknowb
sorority is forced to
admit that very few were even
interested; "I was a little wary
and confused when I first
heard of thecn (sororities)."
Doubt a fine sense of
measure; if things don't seem
right, they probably aren't. *
"They (pledges) are
individuals who wish to join an
organization where they feel
good about themselves:7."
The whole slant of the letter
NO.. I JOT
MEOW 'Mt
'WY" 5 WW1
YANG FOR 'HI
--gives one-the-inipression--that-
- sororities '-are packed with,- -
Marie Osmond clones, yes
clones Ms. Stanley, except for
the last line - "The Greeks
- here at U.M.O. are proud, and
are getting stronger - all the
time." Ominous, Marie
model no. 32-X, ominous.
-Still real indivilduals have.seen
your like come and go and the
world stumbles on somehow
without you.
Barnaby Thomas
by Berke Breathed
Commentary
This is not spring, but tell that to the sump-
dwerling microbes'vaio ooze out of their infected
melts on these sullen 50ish days when there's no
sun to drill them dead. They terrorize personal
space; no membrane is safe. You get lung plug,
gut flux, head rot, fever and chills, and the beaten-
over feeling which isn't altogether enough to keep
you down, just feeling bad all over while
sluggishly spreading it around.
And consequently, if all you've done in the last
week is hook tests, hook so many you wonder if
you're a hooker, even by Friday when you've
hooked your last, don't care, feel so bad you wish
you had some black ice to fall through, you decide
to keep your lunch date with the sweet young thing
.anyway, since checkpoint is in direct line between
your last class and your bed, and your judgment
has been so whacked all week you might as well do
one more stupid thing.
But no. Sweet young things, America's great
natural resource, come' right up to it. Especially
when the.), have a rof öThëàiLdriVeá big Old
Chevy, dress like a real man, and remind you a
little of the Fonz. 411
The fever: and the cure
Cherie Amour is what he calls you. "Yo, Cherie
Aniour, vanififThisT You ToOk like waste prOduCt.
Not liking- that: Sick females not allowed. Take
my arm, Cherie Amour. We will be all-over this
tea-"he pours-, sugars, stirs-" arid then-Tam going
to take you to Rock'n' Roll Hospital.-
You have a confusing image of some kind of
nouveau wave ultrasound treatment at Cutler, but
instead he steers you to Old Ray's Stodder Room,
where you trade in your cards for headphones and
plug into a carrel. Sweet young thing pulls
cassettes outof his pack, adjusts t.he controls-and
drives you straight into Wentzville with George
Thorogood and the Delaware Destroyers.
You rein back, kick your shoes off and feel the
warmth returning to your extremities': the blood to
your-face. _,Sweet young thing, ever alert to signs
of life, nods encouragemery and continues
• engineering for the best part of an hour.
Now you can't write about rock'n'roll unless
'you want to die frustrated like all those -
"hyperhosed word processors-at Rolling Stone. The
only way to deal with it is dance and they don't go
for that in the StOdder Room. Thorogood is
Hafiza Hagili
expressing, in classical structure and composition,
of the purest tradition, how he's bbbbad to the
bone:te slides around like satin underwear, hits
like hockey, sizzles like summer love, pumping out
head medicine. You don't dance, but both oT you
are alternately repressing and repressing a high -
degree of his treatment. He pours it on, like open '
heart massage, like you like it, and loud. Systolic
pressure returns; the sweat breaks, the fog blows
away, the last song ends; then the sweet young
thing packs up his snake oils and gets ready to take
off to bug lab.
As you jitter clown t stonequiet steps, ears
ringing, he whispers, "Well, Cherie Amour? You
on tonight?" You affirm. He says, "Pick me up at
eight... and don't be late!"
So what if they_say 4,t's bad for your heart. So
what.
Hafiza Hagili is an old pre-med student from
Maine.
-
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as fall short of Terriers, lose by six
By Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
-Spurred on by a noisyffootstoMping
crowd, the University of Maine men's
basketball- team _ reeled - ott-TO
unanswered points in the second half
tie -Boston University,-but-tAiet ed
the stretch as the Terriers
'th a 57:52-Verdict at-the-Pit---
• 
_
do
escape
Wednesday
• The Terrier
control of the game a
jumpers gave them a 4
14:00 to play. But falixent
Cross ignited the Black Bears-i-a
ef---1- 1115-wittit-slertutk
^
IT-Tti-Ve in
three straight
ad with
eff
- 
- -
---Ill's Gary #itirrirrier, -arid h*s -
subsequent free throw cut the lead to
•
-
-
seven. 
•
- 4-minute later Jeff Wheeler tossed
in a 25-foot juniper to mike it 42-37.
 Ort-the-other-end-of the--11035r:-Btri 
• --Shawn Teague-put-up-a-shorthat
-.-C-ross rejected Into the hands of Jeff
Topliff, who sailed down the floor fdr
"We didn't get a _shot off
four times down the floor
_ _when-we-were tied.,
•
a lay-up.
On Maine's next possession,
Wheeler pumped home anotherjumper, then Cross sank one of two
free throws to tie the score a142. -
The two teams tradeci;:points until-
the last two minutes-when, .after a
• jumper by John Sims hatttied the score
_for Maine at 50, Cross stole the ball
from BU'i-Maric-firdot.- leffTopliff,
however, missed a long jump shot, that
could have given- Maine the lead with
1:30 to play. '
With 1:15 left, Teague sank two big
—
24 points and
 Mary Jo Jabar had 14.
"They outscored us and outplayed
us," Fox said.
The Bears had a_slow start
defensively and at one bps,were down
by. 15-points. That wasn't much of a
1
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free throws for BU.. In an effort to tie
the score; the Black Beats pushed tfte
ball.ppcOurt quickly, butamissed shot
by Sithr-gave BU the big) and the
Terriers went into .a-.-fourel Corners
freeze.
Topliff fouled Tony-Simms with 33
secOrids taiSlay, and the NorthAlWitid-
,Conference's third 4eading scorer (19.7.
-average) cooly sank both_fiec_throws„,
Sims followed with afoul line jumper
for Maine, but it wasn't enough as -
Mike Alexander hit-two-free- throws
and Teague one in the final 11 seconds _.
tagir BU a 57-52 victory. I—
Terrier coach Rick 'Pitino bieidield -a
Mitt' afrii thigt;t4s-10t1r 
7 tries. The Terriers had just
ugh road losses to NAC
,nrid Canisius, 74-
- -
atout thi$
win I
come of
-teams Niagra.
64. 
--
"I was -really  wo
one," Pitina-said. "Our_
wa_s that we 
make them beat us outside., We play
a box and back on him and did a good
Despite the pressure, Cross managed
11 points and was intimidatiUg -
underneath as- lie rejected- five shots
and grabbed 11 rebounds.
"It was tough underneath," Crass
said. "They kept a guy in front of me-
and behind me and had help on the
sides, but' it helped open the game for
our other players." -
Wheeler hit for 16 points and
Sturgeon 10 on outside shooting to
keep the Black Bears dose, but BU
respondecLwith strong outside
of-their -own as-Alexander pumped in
20 points and Simms 18. '
Mainecoach.SkipChappelle thouglg__
tW-- Black- Bears Cost -themselves .the
with mistakes at the end, "We
didn't get a_shot off four times -down
the floor when we were tied. If . we
score and take the lead, the game takes
'-4Vomen hoopsters shoot a cool
percent, lose 65-6,1
By Gina Ferazai
Staff Writer
The women's_ baskstball team an a
"yo-yo syndrome." 'After taking a
pair, from -Vermont last weekend,..lhe
Bears went dawnaitajn taking an wrarribleA 
 
ncl 
 1,,x44 caidel..1-11-.
-T -ur.iexpgcted loss to UMF 65-61 Tuesday defensively stop the hungy-Beavers-night. - Deste-Lauree Gott's 17 "We saw we were down and justrebounds, the Bears couldn't stop the panicked," Bear's captain Cathy 
-hot-shooting Beavers who had five --Nason said 
-players in doublefiguret. 
-"Thete-WaTiloincentive in trying to 
- -The Bears' record now stands at I-2, get up for a gaine you know you'rein-state and 7-12-overall. supAose to win," Foxsaid. The BearsEarlier this season, the Bears only outrebounded the Beavers 39-36, butdoWect-the Beavers 40 points and went' only shot 27• percent compared to theto win by 20, but this time the Beavers' 41 percent. The Beavers evenBeavers had other plans in mind. cooled down their hot hands after
"Our defense didn't play withits usual shooting 59 percent in_the first half, •intensity," _Maine -coach Eilene Fax' -. 'Nasoriltentirated the basket to leadsaid. The Bears were able-
 to beat . the Bears with 20 points. Lisa Cormier
with her usual good perimeter shooting
UVM with their defense and tomeback
ability, but it just wasn't theis_ Qn_._ swished in 14. Gott and Nason also-
-Tuesday. -
•
__ •
 
 _ 
 
:Jeff:Wheeler/fret 0- trona-dow• ntowit Orono for the Black Bears. .
on a completely different perspective."
The game was a contrast in styles as.
BU loves to play a running game while
the Black Beats prefer to slow it down,
In the end, though, the Terriers used a
patient game to put Maine away.
"When-you play a- running arid
 praising gaint oteat
patient team,"Titino said. "But our
guys can play slow too. At the end-, we
went to the four corners and Alexander
•
deficit for the Bears as they turned on
the pressure and scored 10 straight -
points ending the Miff down by 5.
The pressure turned against the 1`•••••'" Iv,Bears in the-second half -The
- anticipated well to tally up five steals a
__ had the green light to shoot when he
got the ball. This Maine team is tough,
they're one of the best coached teamsin New England."
-The Black Bears fell to 9-10, 3-3 in
the NAC, with the loss. Saturday
--• Maine  hosts-,-cagoLge A41a60-2-13"n•and Monday night the team hosts Iona.
'Maine-defeated George Mason, 91278,in Fairfield; Va., on Jah. 29.
NP//CO MARKET
MAIN STREET,
ORONO
C
Going Skiing This
Stop by Neweo 11
_ your liquor
-,bee
you bit'Sea
 grams
3 literFor 13-2 UlGIF, Jant-Brinkman had - •
"Our consistency of play is not _ Frimpelthere, and we can't do it with just one
player," Fox said. The Bears get back 2 liter p
Keep saving
on the bus Thursday to face Bowdoin_d_, --
but will return home to match un
against UMass, Saturdiv in the-Pit.
*SM.
I'
• 
•
-
amanalms-
t when he
n is tough,
hed teams
10, 3-3 in
Saturday
40-2-
osts lona.
on, 91-78,
1?
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Steve
Hellen, Jacques and Maher: -consistency for Maine
The hockey team gained
revenge for an earlier 5-2 loss at
Colby when it buried the Mules,
9-1, Tuesday night. The victory
meant the Black Bears no longer
need worry about tying the
modern VAC record for most --
losses (26) in a season, held by St. _
Lawrence. Maine is 4-19 with six
games to play.
The mast consistent feature- ai-•
,,the team has been the line of Ron
lacques-4nd- Peter
Viate7.1:1el1ep is Maine's leading
scorer With 14 goalsand 15 assistS
for 29 points, followed by
Jacques with II gbais and 16
assists for 27 points _ariMaher
with 11--goals-ind_15_assists ibt, 26
points. 
_
Maine's power-play and
pcsia y-killing abitity-1ia.5 hurt
r 
_badly; - however. The
Black Bears had connected on
 only 13. of 68-mtwerplay tlitempts
heading into the Colby game
(19.1 percent) while oppizt,sing-
-4a1P 
-
Chances (31.5 percent).
 Baseball WS will be for a -
treat Sunday. Feb,27. as forme
major league player Len Merullo
will exhibit historic baseball
memorabilia at the,,
fieldhouse during a baseball
h school cdaTherand
-Merull.o, a former. Chicago
Cub now working for the Major
League Scouting Bureau, Will
display items such as bats used by
Babe Ruth and lCcibb. The
•clinic begins at 9 a.m. and will be
Duncan Maclntyre (Ferazzi photo)
•-Follow the
Black--Bear's sports
scene all season long,
read 
University Mall
Orono, Maine 04473
207-827-6003
- ••••, '•••••
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
tneierSty al Arizona oitit
more than 40 courses: anthro-
pology, art, bilingual  educa-
tion. folk music and folk
dance, history, political.sei--
ente, sociology, panish Ian;
 .
guage and literature'and inten-
sive Spanish Six-week.ses-
sion. July 4-August 12,-1983.
FUlly accredited program.
Tuition $400. Room and
board in Merie.an home,
$425. ,
ECO/AA
Write -
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729
aver _Brooklyz
College Feb. 5 after trailing, 26-
21, at the half.
"If .we _waited to, we could
very easily make excuses for not
playing well at Brooklyn,"
Chappelle Said. "We had a two
hour drive before the game, the
floor wasn't regulation size and it
was a dark hall, not conducive to
over Colby. (Ferazzi photo)
shooting wefl. But in thc_sec9nd
half, Ile one on our team wanted
to use excuses."
Junior forward Paul Cook
said, "We did what we had to to
win."
As for Holy Cross, co-captain
Kevin Green said, "We hope to
get a shot at them in the North
Atlintii -Conference- playoffs.
-We won't be as scared next time
and we'll take the game tight to
them."
In the six games Maine has
played since its visit to Vermont
Jan. -21, shooting -guard Jeff
Wheeler has', raised his scoring
average from just over three
points per game to 8.2. Jeff Cross
leads the team in scoring with a
-7 -49.3 average, followed by* Clay
Pickering  (9.4)‘and Jeff Sturgeon.
(9.11 
Philomena Baker of Baker
Studios in Hampden will be on7
campus February 21st-March 5th
-to- photograph -Seniors for the
1-983 PRISM Yearbook. This is
offered to YoU:it NO CHARGE!
You will receive approximately 6-
-10 proofs from which to Telect
-one for-the yearbook All- proofs must be returned
'to Baker Studios. Sign up for an appointment in the
Senior Skulls room, 3rd "floor of the Union. You
mUst seled a day and time before you can be
photographed. Remember, you are under no
obligation. Don't miss out, sign up today!
4••••
 
 A
The Maine starting five congratulate each other, after an easy 9-1 victory
led by Maine coach John WiitIcinto be home
 after their eight *game
and assistant coaches Brtait-Voit , 7-- road stretch during which they .
and Bob Whalen with members ' posted a 5-3 record. Maine has
of the UMO baseball team not played at the Pit since a Jan.participating. 8 loss to Northeastern. BrooklynThe event costs $1.00
. 
Tor College was the last team to visitplayers and $2.50 for coaches when the university was in session
with an intersquad game ' (Dec. 11);--
afterwards. Money -raised will be The travel has taken its toll on -
..used for the uh40 baseball team -----r—the- Black Bt-art-Avti o lost "a fivein its spring trip to Miami, Fla. point lead in overtime to lose to
•a Hbly Cross Feb. 3 and escaped
been oii—the road so long coach
Skip Chappelle was Worried that
last night's, game at
Gym against Boston Univeisily
may not be a - tronre court:
advantage for the Black Bears
because the team has to get used.
to the court again.
Still, the BlackBears are glad
-•-f •
- -
-
Maine Campus. Thursday, February
By Wendy Cole offspring, if a woman were to _become.
pregnant after taitijm the Rills and she
P.S: What is the "morning- -had her child, a female child's risk of
after pill?" / cancer would be increased.
 
 
Answen The "morning-after pill" is There are also certain possibTe—side
series of very highdose synthetic effects from the medication—Sescre.
trogens, (hormones normally present nausea' and vomiting, headache,
at lower levels in the body), which can menstrual irregularities, and breast
 
-prevent pregnancy after unprotected ternderness can occur as a result of the
intercourse Jf---i  tmentisstartrd— es_trogen. Certain--__wornen- are.
within 72 hours. The, most common recommended not to use the
treatment is 250 mg. of "morning-after pill", and that is why
diethylstilbestrol (DES) ,taken over a it is _necessary to  _bye the pills 
period of 5 day The exact prescribed by a health professional,
effectiveness of DES in ,preventing just as you would have regular birth
pregnancy hasn't been determined, control pills prescribed for you.
The "morning-after pill" is available
at the Cutler Health Center. The pills (The "morning-after pill" is not
must be prescribed by a doctor. considered a-L preventive inethod._or
There is a certain amount of birth contra)
controversy concerning the use of Our goal in the Peer Sexuality
DES, of the "morning-after pill." Program is- to' bring to you the
Because there has been a link information about sexuality so that
established between the use of DES you can make your own decisions. The
and vaginal or cervical cancer in female "morning-after pill" can . work
Dear Nutrition Team,
- What are the major reasons to
avoid eating too much sugar?
Tooth decay is one of the
pritpau concerns related to
overconsumption of sugar.
Sugar, as well as other
carbohydrates, support bacterial
_grawth_in the mouth. Acid by.::-
pi'oducts, formed by these
organisms, eat away at the
tooth's enamel, fesulting in
_- cavities.
--- Excessive sugar consumption
may also lead to obesity. Sugar
pOrrides -a toncentrated source
,u this energy is-
riot expended through bodily
functions or exercise, it is stores
as fat. Sugar, Whith proyidts
little nutritive value, replaces
foods that contribute vitamins
and minerals as well as energy.
At the
Den. . .
SOUNDTRACK
is playing at the
Bear's Der
Friday, Feb: 11
and
Saturday, Feb. 12
Food For Thought...
-
Did you know how much sugar
these foods contain? _
food item approx. sugar content
(teaspoons)
12 oz. soda 7-9
  1 TM. jelly 
 
 
44—
ajnarsbmallow I V2 -
chocolate cake, iced/4 oz.) 10 -
1 glazed donut 6
2/3 cup ice cream
1/2 cup sherbert
1cup chocolate milk
— 1/2 cup Jell()
1 piece apple pie
The Learning Resources
Brokerage has a number of hand-
outs on study skills, such as
._-Taking Notes, Writing
- 
Compositions, Study Conditions,
Choose the Best Atmosphere tor
Yourself, The 3 R's for Academic
Survival, :Footnotes &
Bibliography, and How to--
Prepare & Take Exams. So drop
by and pick up some of these
helpful materials.
The hours are:
Sunday
12:00 -.5-.00 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
10:00 - Noon
2:00- 5:00 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
effectively. If you had unprotected
intercourse and feel that you would
like more information about the
"morning-after pill", call the Cutler 
Health Center at 581-4000. The
personnel at ,C utler_ _can gime_you_ more____peo
in depth explanation as well as other
options available to you. It's your
decision and your body and there are
people_ whii _i_riVintci—help -you—make
informed decisions that are right for
P.S. Shouldn't guys take some
responsibility for birth control? It only
seems fair, doesn't it?
Answer: Well, let's see, how can I
answer this one without getting myself
-into trouble? -in -Peer Sexuality classr
we talked about that issue and most
the guys said that they thought it
should be something that was decided
mutually. It would be nice if two
people could talk honestly about
something that is important as birth '
control. I think it would probably add, _
a lot to a relationship, and can be a real 
positive thing for both partie3=..-_—:-=
involved. However, contraceptions can
be an embarrasing issue for a lot of
- There are going to beArititi,' and
women, who won't want to discuss it
for one reason or another._ I don't
think I can answer with a should, but I
think it is necessary for everyone, male
OT female, to take responsibility for
their own bodies, whet)* it be in twits
of preventing pregnancy or sexuilly
transmitted diseases, or what they put
into their bodies on Saturday night.
It's your body, and until they come up
with something ntw, it's the only one 
_you ar.e going to get. It only makes 
sense to protect YOURSELF!
(Send questions to: Peer Sexuality
Office, Hancock Hall)
If you don't Miow all the answeres,
it's O.K. Neither do we, but we know
someone who does. P.S... .Ask Us.
Summer jobs
Third floor, stack study area
(The new addition)
An opportunity to meet in and out-of-state employers concerning
summer employment possibilities. People representing camps, parks and
recreation, youth organizations, resorts, state parks, and Amusement
parks will be in attendance to interview students. Students should have
their resumes ready for employers to view. Firm up your plans for
summer employment now!
For further information: contact Student- Employment Programs,
-second floor, Wingate Hall. Telephone: 581-1343:
